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1. The following result (as well as variations of it) is due to A. Wintner 
[ 8, pp. 685-6861: 
THEOREM a. Let 4 be a real function, Riemann integrable on every 
[E, 11, 0 < E < 1. Suppose’ E xi!!/ Q(ke) converges as E + O+. Then the 
improper integral s:, 4 converges and to the same limit. 
This result is contained implicitly in Theorem 3 of A. E. Ingham’s paper 
[3]; cf. Section 1 of [4]. 
Theorem a, which looks quite innocent, is actually strongly connected 
with the Prime Number Theorem (P.N.T.). For its proof uses a fact leading 
in an elementary and simple way to the establishment of the P.N.T. 
Conversely, set, as usual, for every real x > 1, 
w(x) = 2: log P (1) 
where the sum is taken over all ordered pairs (p, m) for which p is a prime 
’ For a real x, 1x1 is the integral part of x. 
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and m a natural number satisfying pm < x (an “empty” sum is 0). It is well 
known that the P.N.T. follows in an elementary way from the relation 
lim v(x)/x = 1. (2) x-cc 
As indicated in [4, Section 11, setting 4(x) = ~(x~‘) -x-l, one shows by 
elementary means that E C:‘Ly $(ke) converges as E + O+. By Theorem a, 
I‘;+ 4 converges. But this implies, in an elementary way, the relation (2). Cf. 
also [S, p. 6851. 
2. Our purpose is to present a theorem similar to Theorem a but simpler, 
from which the P.N.T. readily follows. Instead of requiring Riemann 
integrability and studying sums based on partitions into subintervals of 
length E, where E varies continuously, we shall restrict ourselves to functions 
which are constant on each (l/(n + I), l/n], n = 1,2,..., and to Riemann 
sums based on partitions (0, l/n, 2/n ,..., l), n = 1, 2 ,... . 
This theorem, like Theorem a, is of independent interest from the point of 
view of Real Analysis and Integration Theory and in Sections 3-11 we shall 
study it and related results from that point of view without recourse to 
Theorem a. It is 
THEOREM I. Let f be a real step function: 
f(x) = a,, throughout (l/(n + I), l/n], n = 1, 2,..., 
namely, (3) 
f(x) = a[ I/xl throughout (0, I]. 
Suppose the special sequence of Riemann sums 
B, = (l/n> i f(k/n>, 
k=l 
n = 1, 2,..., 
converges. Then so does the improper Riemann integral Ii, f, and to the 
same limit. 
To derive from Theorem I the P.N.T., set, with (I), 
f(x) s ly(x-‘) - Ix-‘]. (5) 
Given mappings g, h of the natural numbers into the reals, we denote, as 
usual, 
(g * h)(k) = c sC.8 W/A k = 1, 2,..., (6) 
ilkd21 
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so that [2, p. 559, (2.5)] 
t (g * h)(k) = \: Y’ L .!a) h(k)> n = 1, 2,... . (7) 
k=l k:, ,,y, 
Denoting by 1 the constant function 1, we have by (6), for k = 1, 2,..., 
(1 * l)(k) = d(k), the number of positive divisors of k. Hence, by (7) 
;’ d(k) = + (1 + l)(k) = \: 
krl k=I k?l 
n = 1, 2,... . 
A classical result of Dirichlet [2, p. 560, (2.7)] therefore yields, for 
n = 1, 2,... (y being Euler’s constant), 
=nlogn+(2y- l)n+O(fi). 
We shall use also the formula [2, p. 559, (2.6)] 
2 ty(n/k) = n log n - n + 0( 1 + log n), n = 1, 2,... . (9) 
k=l 
Now (4) applied to (5) gives, in view of (8) and (9), B, --f - 2~. Hence 
Theorem I implies that sA+ f converges. According to the end of Section 1, 
to obtain an elementary proof of the P.N.T. it is enough to provide an 
elementary proof that Ii+ $ converges, where 4(x) = w(x- ‘) -x-l. This 
convergence, in turn, follows at once by the fact that 
*im ;7 
n-tee kfrz J 
-“(k-‘) (x-l _ [x-l])dx 
Ilk 
= ii”, k$‘z logk-log(k- 1)-(1/k)= 1 -Y. 
Thus, an elementary proof of Theorem I (even only for some class of 
functions including (5)) will yield a new elementary proof of the P.N.T. 
A derivation of Theorem I from Theorem a is given in Section 12. 
3. We shall assume henceforth (3) with real a, and investigate the 
relationship between convergence of j: + f and that of B, . In this section we 
make some simple observations. 
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LEMMA 1. The improper integral ji+ f converges iff the sequence j:,,, f 
does. 
Observe that such a result does not hold in general, even for a step 
function. Consider, e.g., the function F defined on (0, 1 ] as follows. Let 
x E (l/(n + l), l/n], n a positive integer, and let x, be the midpoint of that 
interval. If x E (l/(n + l), x,], we set F(x) = n2; otherwise, F(x) = -n2. 
Then l:,n F = 0 for n = 1, 2,..., but clearly si+ F diverges. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose J^:,n f converges to L. Let E > 0. Let n, be 
an integer > 1 such that 
lL-1,1_,f 1 CE whenever n > n,. 
Suppose 0 < 6 < l/n,. We shall show that IL - ji f 1 < E. Let 6 E 
P/h + 11, l/nJ, n1 a positive integer > n,. Then Ik f lies between j;,n, f 
and j ],(n, + ,) f: Since the last two integrals differ from L by less than E, so 
does (i$ 
Since, for n = 1, L..., j:lCn+,)f = Xi=, j:&+,,f = Ci=, aJ[W + 1)1, 
the convergence of ji+ f is equivalent to that of CF!, a,/[k(k + l)]. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose (a,,):!, is monotone. Then B, converges iff ji+ f 
converges, in which case lim, _ m B, = j: + J 
Proof. The claims follow from the theorem that if a real function F is 
monotone on (0, I], then (l/n) Ct=i F(k/n) converges iff ji+ F does, in 
which case both limits are equal (compare [ 1, pp. 222-2251 and [7, p. 791). 
4. THEOREM 2. Suppose, throughout (0, 11, 1 f I< g where g is a real 
function, monotone nonincreasing on (0, 11, with jA+ g < OS. Then 
4+.i;+J 
Proof By Theorem 3 and Definition 4 of [S], f is dominantly integrable. 
(In that paper “decreasing” means “nonincreasing:.) Hence, by Theorem 3 
of (61, for every Q-sequence (@,),“=i corresponding to g(t) = t, 
Q,(f) + jA+ J Perhaps the simplest such a,, is the arithmetic mean of the 
values of the function at l/n, 2/n,..., n/n (take, in Definition 1 of [6], 
g(x) = 1, 6 = l/2, d(n) = n, cjn) = 1, tj”) = j/n, 55”) = j/n, B = 1 and M = 2). 
Thus B, + j;, f: 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 0 < a < 1 and suppose a, = O(na). Then, for some 
constant c and all x E (0, 11, 1 f(x)1 = lalllXll < c[ l/x]” < cxpa. BY 
Theorem 2, B, + jA+ J: 
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5. From (4) and (3), 
B, = (l/n> k$, a[n/u, n = 1, 2,... . (10) 
Given integers 1 < j ,< rz, let aj(n) be the number of integers k for which 
[n/k] =j. BY (lo), 
B, = (l/n) t aj(n)aj, n = 1, 2,... . (11) 
j=l 
Observe that for integers 1 < j < II, aj(n) is the number of integers in 
(n/U + I), n/j], namely, 
Set 
aj(n> =In/j1 - LnlU + l>l* (12) 
A, = 5 Uj/[ j(j + I)], n = 1, 2,..., (13) 
j=l 
so that, by the sentence preceding Theorem 1, ji+ f converges iff A n does, in 
which case A,, + Ii+ J 
(13) and (12) readily yield, for integers 1 < n, < n, 
AnI - (l/n) z aj(n) uj < (l/n) j’ lUjl* 
j=l jY, 
(14) 
THEOREM 3. Suppose a,, is bounded below or above and B, converges. 
Then so does A,, (See also Theorem 4.) 
Proof: We may assume u, is bounded below (otherwise, consider -a,) 
and, in fact, by 0 (if by some a, consider a,, - a). Suppose A, + CO. Choose 
n, > 1 with A,, >B + 2, where B=lim,,, B,. Let n, > n, be an integer 
> CJ:i lajl. If n > n2, then by (11) and (14), 
B+2-B,<A,,-B, 
= A,I - (l/n) 2 oj(n)aj - (l/n> 5 aj(n)aj < 1, 
j=l j=n,+l 
so that B, > B + 1, a contradiction. 
6. Theorem 3 can be strengthened. 
THEOREM 4. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3. Then A,--+ 
lim,,, B,. 
To prove Theorem 4 we need 
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LEMMA 2. For n = 1, 2 ,..., set 
n,(n) = ({nl(j + 111 - ~~/jl>l~~ j = 1) 2 )...) n, (15) 
where, for every real x, {x} is its fractional part x - [xl. Suppose each 
a,, > 0, A,, converges and so does 
L, = i lj(n)aj. (16) 
j=l 
Then lim, --t co L, = 0. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose not. Then for some b > 0, 1 L,I > b for all 
it > some n, > 1. Hence Crzp=2 IL,/(n log n)l diverges, as cFz2 l/(n log n) 
does. We shall therefore prove that CFE2 1 L,/(n log n)l converges. 
We first show 
gj IAj(n>ll(n log n> = oW’)m (17) 
Since, for j > 2, Aj(j) = l/(j + 1) and 
n=j2 
dx/x2 < 2/j’, 
it is enough to prove that 
j2- 1 
y I kj(tz)l/(rl og n) = 0(j-2). 
n=j+l 
For j>3 set 
x IAj(n)l/(n log n) = C’ + F” 
n=j+l j j 
where 
j-l (k+l)j-1 
z’ = C 2 1 Aj(n)l/(n log $5 
j k= I n=kcj+ 1) 
j-2 (kt l)Ut II-1 
IAji(n)ll(n log n>. 
Ifj>2, l<k<j-1 andk(j+l)<n<(k+l)j-1,wecanset 
n=kj+m=k(j+ l)+m-k, O<m<j,O<m-k<j++, 
(18) 
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so that, by (15), n,(j) = -l/[j(j + l)]. Hence, if j> 2, 
I I 
j--l (kt I+1 
C’ = [j(j+ I>]-’ -Y 
.i 
t, nEk;+ ,) @ log v 
jz-1 
< [j(j+ 1)]-’ \’ (nlogF$’ 
nT+l 
< [j(j+ l)]-‘:;-’ (xlogx)~‘dx 
< jp2 log log x1$* = je2 log 2. 
If j 2 3, then 
j-2 (k+l)C.+l)-I 
(n’ log n)-’ 
j-2 
< 2: (k + l)[(k$ l)j]-‘lo&[(k+ l)j] 
k=l 
So (18) and hence (17) are established. 
Now, for every N > 2, 
2 IL,/@2 log n)l < \ c (?I log tI)-’ ’ IIbj(tI)l aj 
n=2 n=2 y$ 
=Ul 5 In,(n)l (n log n)-’ 
II=2 
+ i uj i I;ij(rz)l (nlogn)-’ 
j=2 n=j 
<U, f (tZ2 log n)-’ + a 2 Uj/[j(j + I)], 
II=2 j=l 
a being some constant, which completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 4. As in the proof of Theorem 3, we may assume each 
a, > 0. For n = 1, 2 ,..., by (ll), (12), (13), (151, and (161, 
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B,-A.=(l/n) ~ ([nj-‘I-[n(j+ l)~‘]-(nj-‘-n(j+ l)-‘))Uj 
j=l 
= 5 Aj(n)aj = L”. 
(19) 
j=I 
By Theorem 3 and Lemma 2, L, + 0. Hence A, -+ lint,, +u3 B,. 
7. THEOREM 5. For every 6 E (0, 1) let V(S) denote the total variation 
off on [a, l] (which is clearly finite). Suppose lim,,,(l/n) V(l/n) = 0. 
Then A,, converges @B, does, in which case 
lim A,= 
n-m 
ProoJ: By (19), B, -A,, = L,. So it is enough to show L, + 0. But by 
(16) and (15), for n = 2, 3 ,..., 
IL,1 = (l/n> 1 (n/(n + l>)a, + i in/jltaj-l -aj> 1 
j=2 
< lan/Cn +l)l+ (l/n> 2 Iaj-aj-]l 
j=2 
W/4 M+l i 
a,-U,I + 2 Iaj-aj-ll 
j=2 1 
< (lln)(la, I + WW) -+ 0. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let a,, =.n/log(n + l), so that A,, diverges. Then, for 
n = 2, 3,..., a, > a,- I so that V(l/n) = (n/log(n + 1)) - (l/log 2) and, hence, 
(l/n) V(l/n)+ 0. Therefore, by Theorem 5, B, diverges. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let a, = n when n = 2k, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., a, = 0 otherwise. 
Then 
A, + ]gl aj/[j(j + I)] = go 2k/[2k(2k + l)] = z. 1/(2k + ‘) 
but B, diverges (see Section 9 below). On the other hand, 6V(6) is bounded 
in (0, 1). For let 6 E (0, l), say 2-k-’ < 6 < 2-k, k an integer >O. Then 
V(S) < 2 c,“=. 2j = 2(2k+ 1 - 1) and, hence, SV(6) < 4. Thus the relation 
(l/n) V(l/n)+ 0 in Theorem 5 cannot be replaced by the boundedness of 
SV(S) in (0, 1). 
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8. DEFINITION 1. Condition C is the following property: For every 
E > 0 there is an integer no(c) > 1 such that for each integer n, > no(c) there 
is an integer q,(c, n,) > n, so that, if n > WZ,,(E, n ), then 
(l/n> 2 aj(n)uj < E. 
j=n,+ 1 
THEOREM 6. Assume Condition C. Then A,, converges sff B, does, in 
whichcaselim,,,A,=~~+f=lim,,,B,. 
ProoJ: Suppose A, converges, say to A. Let E > 0. Choose n,> 1 such 
that IA -A, 1 < c/3 if n > n,. Using Definition 1, set 
n, = max(n,(e/3), n,), m = m,(e/3, n ,). 
Let m* be an integer >m such that if n > m*, then the right hand side of 
(14) is <s/3. If n > m*, then 
IA -BnI < IA -A,,1 + IA,,, - (l/n) 2 aj(n)aj 1 
j=l 
+ (l/n> i aj(n)Uj < (E/3) + (E/3) + (E/3) = E. 
j=n,t I 
Suppose B, converges, say to B. Let E > 0. Choose v, > I such that 
1 B - B, 1 < c/3 if n > v,. Referring to Definition 1, let n, be an 
integer > n,(e/3)‘and set p = m,(e/3, n,). Let p* be a positive integer such 
that if n a~*, then the right hand side of (14) is <c/3. Set, finally, 
n* = max(vE, p, ,u*). Then 
IB-A,tl<lB-B,,I+ A,,-(l/n*) z aj(n *)aj 
j=l 
+ (l/n*) $‘ cfj(n*)uj < (43) + (e/3) + (c/3) = E. 
j=n,+l 
THEOREM 7. Suppose A,, and B, converge and to the same limit A. Then 
Condition C holds. 
ProojI Let E > 0. Let n,,(E) > 1 be an integer such that IA, -A I < e/3 
and (B, -A I < c/3 whenever n > n,,(E). For every integer n, > no(&), let 
m,,(c, n,) be an integer >n, such that if n > mO(e, n,), then the right hand 
side of (14) is <c/3. If integers n,, n satisfy n, > no(c), n > m,(E, n,), then 
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(lln) 5 "jCnkj 
j=n,+l 
< IB, --A 1 + IA -An11 + IAn, - (lln> fJ criCnbj 1 
jzzl 
< (E/3) + (E/3) + (E/3) = &. 
THEOREM 8. Let (l/n) Cj”=l A > I jl a. n a converge. Then so do A, and B,, 
and lim,,, A, = lim, ~a, B,. 
ProoJ By Theorems 4 and 7, Condition C, applied to la,l, holds. Hence 
so does Condition C itself. By Theorem 4, Cz I uj/[j(j + 1 )] converges 
(absolutely). By Theorem 6, B, converges to that infinite sum. 
9. We return to Example 3 and prove that B, diverges. Let k > 4 be an 
even integer. By (12), 
al(2k) = 2k-’ = a1(2k - 1). 
Let j be an integer. If k/2 < j < k, then a,y(2k) = 1, while if 
k/2<j<k-1, then 2k-l>2k+2k-j-2j-1=(2’+1)(2k-j-l) and 
hence 
2k-j - 1 < (2k - 1)/(2j + 1) < (2k - 1)/2j < 2k-j; 
so there are no integers in ((2k - 1)/(2j t l), (2k - 1)/2’] and therefore 
a2j(2k - 1) = 0. Hence 
B2” = 2-k <’ ai(zk)ai = z-k 4 
,c, j=o 
a2j(2k)2j 
(k/2)- 1 
2k-' + 1 pk-j_ 1 _ p(2.j + l)-l)p + 2 p ) 
j=l j=k/2 
Zk-1 k-l 
B *k-, = (2k - 1))’ x ai(2k - l)a, = (2k - 1))’ x a2j(Zk - 1)2j 
i=l j=O 
and 
(k/2) - 1 
2k-l + y ((2k- 1)2-j- (2k- 1)(2’$ 1))’ + 1)2j 
j=l 
B2k-B2k-l > 2k-‘(2-k - (2k - 1)-l) - (2-k $ (2k - 1))‘) \’ 2j 
k 
,rl 
+2-k \I‘ 2.i 
j=Y/2 
= (5/2)-(2k~‘(2k-1)-‘+(2~~k+(2k-1)~’)(2k’2-2)+2~k’Z) 
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which -+2 as k+ co. Hence, B, is not a Cauchy sequence and therefore 
diverges. 
10. Consider an arbitrary real sequence (a,):= I and a prime p > 3. Since 
[(p-1)/k]= [p/k] for k=2,3 ,..., p- 1, we have by (lo), 
B,-B p-,=p -’ 
P-1 
= P-Y% + up) - (P - l)Ya,-, + (p-’ - (p- 1))‘) \‘ UIPlk,. 
kz2 
(20) 
Using this observation, we give a simple example of an alternating a, for 
which A, converges but B, does not. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let = (-l)“n, a,, n = 1, 2 ,..., so that A, + -1 + log 2. For 
n = 3, 4,..., set b, = 2::: a,n,kl so that 
<n 5’ k-’ <nlog(n- 1). 
k:2 
(21) 
By (20) and (21), for every prime p > 3, 
Bp-BppI=-pp’- 1 - 1 - IP(P- l)l-‘b,, 
IBp-Bp~,I>2-(p(p-1))~‘~bp~>2-(p-l)-’log(p-l). 
Thus B, is not a Cauchy sequence and hence diverges. 
11. THEOREM 9. Suppose (a,)?=, is monotone and either B, or iA+ f 
converges (see Theorem 1). Then a,/n + 0. 
ProoJ We may assume (a,)~=, is nondecreasing (otherwise, consider 
(-a,)~=,). We may also assume each a, is 20 (otherwise, consider 
(a, - al),“,,). Then, for n = 1, 2 ,..., 
a,/n<2(n+ l)a,[n(2n+ l)]-‘<4 F a,[k(k+ l)lP’-O. 
k=n 
THEOREM 10. Suppose a,, is bounded below or above and B, converges. 
Then a,/n + 0. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 3 we may assume a,, > 0, n = 1, 2,... . 
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By Theorems 4 and 7, Condition C holds. Let E > 0. By Definition 1, if 
n 2 q, (E, n&>), then 
anIn < (l/n) c aj(n)aj < E. 
j=nO(e) t 1 
THEOREM 11. Suppose 0 <b, < bn+,, a,, > -6, for n = 1, 2 ,..., p= 
CE, b,llW + l)l < co and B, converges. Then B, + +fA+ f and a,/n --) 0. 
Proof For n = 1, 2,...; let c, = a, + b, > 0. By Theorem 1, n- ’ Cz_, 
b ,n,kl -/3. By Theorem 4, Ckm,l c,/[k(k + l)] = lim, +a, n-' Ckn,, cl,/,+1 = 
lim,,, B, +P. Hence .fA+ f= CEl a,/[@ + 1>1= lim,,, B,. BY 
Theorem 10, b,/n + 0, c,/n + 0. Hence a,/n * 0. 
12. We derive now Theorem I of Section 2 from Theorem a of Section 1. 
Note that Theorem a has not yet been proved in an elementary way. 
By Theorem a, it is enough to prove that limE+O+ E Ci’!“,‘f(ke) = B, 
where B = lim,, m B,. Let h,, h, ,... E (0, 1 ] and satisfy h, --t 0. We shall 
prove that lim, j co h, ,JJri:’ f(kh,) = B. For n = 1. 2 ,..., 
Ih,‘l 
= ([h,‘]-’ -h,) . k;, aWLlh,‘ll 
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